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CHAP'lER I
Introduction
On a purely subjective basis, most people would agree that the
type or the quality of teacher-pupil relationships \v11ich exist in tne
classroom !nake a difference in the rate at whic.h children learn.
Further, there is ample objective evidence to indicate tnat classroom
climate, which can be measured in terms of teacher-pupil verbal inter-
action, exercises great influence on the quantity of productive stude~t
activity. Many educational theorists have written on tnis topic, and
some research has been done on t~e relationship of theso aspects of the
classroom to learning in general. However, little study has been
devoted to the measurement of the effect of teacher-pupil interaction
and classroom climate on tne productive acti 1 ity of mentally retarded
children. Because retarded children are very sensitiv9 to t~eir en-
vironment, it may be conjectured that these two factors, teacher-pupil
interaction and subsequent classroom climate, would have a dramatic
effect upon their total productive activity. This conjecture was
investig~ted in the present study.
Statement of the Problem
The quantity of productive student activity in the classroom,
and, hypot}letically , resultant pupil actlieve!nent, may be significantly
influenced by t\10 variables, classroom climate, and type and quality
1
2of teacher-pupil interaction. Therafore, the present study atteLlpts
to explore whether differing classroom cli~ates and differing types
of teacher-pupil interaction influence the amount of tilne spent in an
educa.tionally productive manrler by mentally retarded pupils. Tl'lrough
use of two observation techniques during a six week period, the writer
sought to:
1. Find the emotional climate of each classroom observed.
2. Determine the effect of that climate upon the state of com-
munication existing bet'Neen teacher and pupils.
3. Estimate the level of productive activity maintained by
individual pupils.
4. Correlate the data and assess the effect of clilnate a...'1d
teacher-pupil interaction on productive activity.
Justification of the Study
Mentally retarded children are typically poorly self-:noti'Tated.
They tend to be easily distr9.cted, and to ha"19 significantly s110rt
attention spans. Initiative, creativity, persistence, resourcefulness,
all are more typically absent than present in the retarded child's
repertoire of classroom behavior.1 As a result, classroom produc-
tivity, with its presu~ed consequent effect on academic achievement,
is significantly lo~vered. Therefore, teachers must be able to make
soma provision for these deficits, must seek to develop methods and
lSister 1t. Sheila Haskett, OSF , "An Investigation of the Propor-
tion of Time Devoted to Educationally Unproduc'tivfj Activi ties by ~.1en­
tally Retarded Children in Various Educational Settings." Unpublished
Paper, University of Yisconsin, Madison, 1966. .
3procedures designed to circumvent tnem, and endeavor to creat~ clas3-
room climates sufficiently stimulating to encourage retarded children
to use their ability to think and ''Nork to the optilnurn.
Family relationships, peer relationships, teacher-pupil relation-
ships, all these vital social links are pov;erful influences in the
lives of retarded c}lildren; hO\'lever, tl1e most effectit19 of these in
determining success or failure in the educational setting probably is
the relationship between teacher and pupil. 2 The state of co~unica-
tion existing between teacher and pupil, within a challenging, stimu-
lating environment, is hypothesized to be the crucial ingredient in
increasing the amount of school time spent in active participation in
the educative process and in effectively increasing pupil achievement.
Mentally retarded children have a comparatively short time in which to
acquire an education; therefore, school time spent in useless effort,
or in activities totally unrelated to learning, is conpletely wasted,
and the effect is apparent in later life patterns.
Lirnitations
The present investigation was conducted during a one-secester
period, and was concerned with a selected nUJ:lber of classes in a
private residential school for mentally retarded children. Another
possible limiting factor is the situation that some of the subjects
had various types of learning disabilities, and no classification was
made of each childfs particular disability. Tna Interaction Analysis
itself, is limited to recording a certain time and point in a £lo\v of
2Sister 1vl. Lauren 11055, OSF , "A Beginnerta Handbook in Inter-
action Analysis." Unpublished Paper, Peabody College, Nashville,
Tennessee, 1970.
4events, and records only verbal inter,action, ~Nhich is but one of many
types of interaction occurring in classr~oms. In addition, there is a
lack of data establishing the reliability of the instrun10nt used to
collect data on productivity.
Definition of Terms
Classroo~ climate -- emotional tone wit~in a classroom.
PrOdl.lct,iv~._~tudentactivi-u
tionally valuable.
any activity considered to be educa-
Unproductive student activiiY -- any acti1Tity considered to be
educationally insignificant.
leacller-.E.!!2i1 interaction -- state of communication and rapport existing
between teacher and pupil.
Interaction.A~alysis-- a classroom obse~Tational technique developed
out of social psychological theory, designed to test the effect of
social-emotional climate on student attitudes and learning.)
Educable mentally retarded childr_9l}
A term used to refer t6 mentally retarded persons whose dis-
abilities are such that they are incapable of mea.YJ.ingful
achievement in traditional a.cademic subjects sue}l as reading
and arithmetic. Also used to refer to those mentally retarded
children who may be expected to maintain themselves indepen-
dently in the co~nunity as adults or to that group of mentally
retarded individuals obtaining IQ scores between 50 and 70,
75 or 80. 4
3Edmund J. Amidon and John B. Hough, Intera.qtion Analysis:
Theory, Research and Ap-"olication, (Reading, r'Jlass., 1967), p. 2.
4prepared by Rick Heber, A Manual on Terminology and Classifi-
cation in }ilental Reta.rda.tion (V/illimantic, Connecticut: American
Association on Mental Deficiency, September, 1959), p. 98.
5Research Question
It is hypothesized that the quality of teacher-pupil interaction
will influence the quantity of productive student activity, and sub-
sequently, student achiave:nent. Furt}ler , it is hypotl1osized that
total classroow climate \vill have a similar effect UPO!l productive
activity and achievement.
~--;Vli~~V OF LITERATt.JRE
Interaction Analysis
Teac}ling is a dynamic, on-going, positive process of interaction
between two interested persons, the teacher and the learner. To teach
is to cause a change in the behavior of another. Through the creative
tension of teaching, a change can be effected in the behavior of
children. Educational research conducted during the past several
decades hasindicnted that the quantity and quality of such teacher-
pupil interaction is a critical dimension in all effective classroom
teaching. Instrumentation designed to study the interactive process
has multiplied, the most significant being those methods of research
based upon the belief that the verbal interaction that takes place
bet\veen the teacher and pupil has a definite effect upon the achieve-
ment of the pupil.
Investigators have concluded that the way in which the teacher
conducts himself has vast influence upon the change in student behavior.
More than aIlyone else, the teacher determines the tone of the classroom.
Anderson describes t\VQ characteristic categories of teacher behavior:
dominative and integrative. Dominative behavior, displayed by the
person who is rigid, inflexible, unwilling to regard the wishes or
desires of another; tends to obstruct the gro\vth process in otners.
Integrative behavior, posited of persons who are flexible, ready to
6
1change 'l/hen confronted vIith ne\v evidence, and ~Nho can voluntarily co-
operate with companions in a project~ leads to a oneness and co~~onness
of purpose. In explaining his theory of integrative behavior, Anderson
states:
Integrative behavior is thus consistent with concepts of
gro'Nth and learning. It makes allo\vances in one t.3 ovra be-
havior for differences in others. It is behavior that makes
the most of individual differences. Vihereas dornination
stifles or frustrates individual differences, socially in-
tegrative behavior respects differences, and adv:mces the
psychological processes of differe11tiation. Integrati·le
bellavior is flexible, adaptive, objective, scientific. It
is an expression of the operation of democratic processes.5
Anderson noted furtl1er that no Olla possesses a completely dominati"{e
or integra.tive personality, but that everyone tends more to·..vard one
than the other. His research indicated that ~lJhen a teaciler.' s integra-
tive contacts with his pupils were high~ pupils showed a spontaneity
in voluntary social contributions 'Nhich was lacking when integrative
contacts were stopped or lowered significantly. Through his work,
Anderson demonstrated that children's behaviors were consistent with
the type of personality displayed by their teacher. By his system of
analysis, he showed categorically that the rrain direction of influence
in the classroom is from teacher to pupil.
The research done by Levlin, Lippitt and VJhite investigated ans\ver~
to such questions as:
What underlies such differing patterns of group behavior as
rebellion against authority, persecution of a scapegoat~
apathetic submission to authoritarian domination, or attack
5Harold H. Anderson, "The Measurement of Domination and of
Socially Integrative Behavior in Teachers' Contacts with Children" in
!nteraction Analysis, Amidon and Hough, editors (Reading, 1Iass., 1967),
p. 5.
8upon an outgroup7 Is not democratic group life more pleas~~t,
but authoritarianism more efficient?6
Their resea.rch investigated the various atmospheres, aut:lori tarian,
democratic, and laissez-faire, which surround interaction with teachers
and pupils, and furtner supported the theory that de~ocratic or intag-
rative leadership provides grounds for more productive student behavior.
Withall, building upon theories proposed by the above researchers,
postulated that,
• • • learning, (changes in behavior) is r.nost likely to occur
when experiences are both 1. meaningful to the learller, that
is, are perceived by the learner to be pertinent to his needs
and purposes, are considered consistent with his personality
orgwlization, .and are associated with self-directive behavior;
and, 2. occur in a non-threatening situation, that is, the
learner is free from a sense of personal threat, interacts
with ot:lers in a wholesome social milieu, and is hel~ed to
evaluate himself on the basis of objective criteria. 1
In testing his system for categorizing teacher statements &ld how they
influence behavior in the classroom, he fOIDld that positive feelings in
the teacher produced positive feelings in the children. Likewise, that
negative feelings in the teacher produced negative feelings in the
c}lildren.
Perkins analyzed teacher groups organized to study Cllild gro ....vth
and development, and found that greater learning took place when the
groups were relatively unstructured and were free to focus discussion
0Kurt Lewin, Ronald Lippitt, Ralph K. \1hite, "Patterns of Aggres-
sive Behavior in Experimentally Created 'Social Climates'" in Inter-
action Analy~i.~, Amidon and Hough, editors (Reading, Mass., Addison-
Wesley, 1967), p. 24.
1John Withall, "The Development of a Technique for the Measurement
of Social-Emotional Climate in Classrooms" in Interaction Analysis,
Amidon and Hough, editors (Reading, Mass., Addison-':tVesley, -1967), p. 48.
on the topic of their choice. Thus, he fou.~d that the integrative
teaching approach, (group discussion) was more productive in ter~s of
student achiever:J.ent than domina.tive, (lecture) techniques. 8
Flanders tested the hypothesis that attitudes and achievement of
pupils are related to the verbal behavior of their teachers. He found
that the attitudes and the achievement of pupils were significantly
influenced by the verbal patterns used by teachers. Tne device he used
was designed to describe and analyze teacher-pupil verbal interaction
only, primarily because verbal behavior occurs more frequently than
nOll-verbal cOInIl1unication, and the t\10are usually highly correla~ed.
An additional assumption made was that the verbal behavior of a person
is a reliable index of his total behavior.9
His report, as cited by Soar, identified a critical dimension in
teaching behavior, the direct, indirect behavior of teacllers.
Indirect teaching includes the behaviors of questioning, of
accepting, clarifying, or extending pupil ideas, of praising,
and of accepting feelings. Direct teaching includes lectur-
ing, giving directions, criticizing, and justifying authority.
A major conclusion 0: Flanders' was that in general, as a
teacher teaches more indirectly, pupils learn more subject
matter and hav'e more favorable attitudes about school. This
is a finding which has been replicated frequently enough that
there seems little question of its validity.10
8Hugh. V. Perkins, "Classroom Behavior and Achievement," American
~ducational.Research Journal, II, 1965, pp. 1-12.
9Ned A. Flanders, Teacller Influence, ~uEil Attitudes" and Achieve-
~ (Vlashington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1965), p. 35.
lOaobert 5. Soar, "Research Findings from Systematic Observation,"
Journal of Researcll and Develonment in Educ.ation (Fall, 1970), p. 117.
10
Researchers using any foro of systerr~tic classroom observation
point out that the main purpose for their use is sinlply to analyze the
degree and type of interaction betv:een a teacller and his pupils, not to
stand in jUdgment of the teacher.
Systematic observation provides a frrune~ork through which
teaching-learning beb.avicr can be vievied and assessed. The
socie..l-intellectual environn:ent of the cla.ssroom is exceed-
ingly complex; diverse observational systems had to be de-
veloped to enable researchers to quantify and analyze the
factors which combine to create this corJplexi ty .11
If the methods are used in accordance \vith the aims of their developers,
they present informa.tion to the user in such a way as to enable him to
modify teaching tec}lniques so 8.S to reac}l maximum teaching effec'tive-
ness.
Emotional Clin~te
The significance of a favora.ble emotional atnlOsphere has long
been an inlportsnt concept in the psychology of teaching. Anderson was
one of the first to analyze teeching behavior in reference to classroom
clirr!B.te and his original study is a classic. Lewin, Lippitt, and ":lhite
studied children's groups some\vhat ren!oved from the formal classroom
situation, but the hypotheses were basically the same.12
More recently, Bills cites research which shows that when the
teacher creates favorable interpersonal relationships; that is, when
llJeanine Nelson "llebb, Utfaxonomy of Cognitive Behavior: A System
for the Analysis of Intellectual Processes, It Journal of P"esearch and
Development in Education (Fall, 1970), p. 23.
12Lewin, Lippitt, White, op.cit., p. 24.
11
the teacher is process-like, to use Bills' ter~, the students feel more
positive to\vard other students in the class. Also, according to Bills,
this process-like behavior is seen by the pupils to be helpful in their
fuller development.13 Stavsky's research shows that without a positive
interpersonal relationship between teacher and pupil, teaching is
relatively ineffective.14
Amidon and Hough, in their revievi of V/itllall's work, define the
concept of climate as, tI ••• the emotional tone which is the concomi-
tant of interpersonal interaction."15 It is a general emotional factor
which appears to be present in interaction occurring between individuals
in face-to-face groups, and seems to have some relationship to the
degree of acceptance expressed by maobers of a group regarding each
other's needs or goals. Operationally defined by the same· t'lIO re-
searchers, classroom cli~~te is considered to influence:
(l) The inner, private world of each ind~vidual; (2) the
esprit de corps of a group; (3) the sense of meaningfluness
of group and individual goals and activities; (4) the objec-
tivity .with which a problem is atta.cked, and, (5) thg kind
and extent of interpersonal interaction in a group.l
Because of the above insights, i.e., that teaclling can be analyzed
in terms of teacher behavior as interaction between teacher and pupil,
13Ronald T. Hyman, Ed., Teaching: Vantage Points for Study
(Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1968), p. 166.
14william H. Stavsky, "Using the Insights of Psychotherapy in
Teaching" in Teaching I Vantage Points for Stud~ (Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott, 1968), p. 168.
l'Edmund J. Amidon, John B. Hough, ads., Interaction Anal:lsi~
(Reading, Mass.: Addison-·vVesley, 1967), p. 49.
l~dmund J. Amidon, John B. Hough, ads., Interaction Analysis
(Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1967), p. 50.
12
that a positive interpersonal relationship is necessary for effective
teaching, and that emotional clima.te influences every aspect of the
classroom learning situation, the analysis of teaching from the emotional
vantage point is basic. According to Hyman, this analysis takes three
forms:
••• (1) the categorizing of classroom verbal behavior;
(2) the rating of statements about teaching; and, (3) the
expository analyzing of teachine based on experience and
previous research. lOt
Withall's \vork is representative of the first type, and is, in
fact, the first attempt to devise a category system to describe class-
room discourse from the perspective of emotion. His purpose was to
establish that the classroom climate can be empirically studied. In
contrast to Withall, who proceeded from learner-centeredness to
teacher-centeredness, MacDonald and Zaret in their system for categoriz-
ing verbal behavior, used a process continuum going from opening to
. 18
closing behavior, or the question-answer response flow.
Hyman' s study, "The Concept of an Ideal Teacher-Student Ploelation-
ship: A Comparison and Critique," discusses the interpersonal relation-
ship created in teaching, and states that while the instrmnontation is
not perfect, it does reflect "the ilnportance in teaching, of good com-
munication, of eliminating to some degree the superior-subordinate
relations, and of responding warmly to students."19
17Ronald T. Hyman, editor, Teachin~: V~n~age Points for StuaI
(Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1968), p. 148.
18James B. MacDonald and Esther Zaret, "A Study of Openness in
Classroom Interactions" in Teaching: Vant~ge Points for Studz
(Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1968), p. 197.
19Ronald T. Hyman, "The Concept of an Ideal Teacher-Pupil F..ela-
tionship: A Comparison and Critique" in Teaching: Vantage Points for
Study (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1968), p. 149.
13
Carl Rogers bases his writings, particularly "Significant Learning:
In Therapy and Education," on his experience as a psychotherapist and
researcher, and through his works has influenced the application of
therapeutic concepts and principles to teaching. His hypotIlesis, "that
students viho are in ree.l contact ~vitil life problerns \ViS!l to lear11, 'evant
to gro\'J, seek to find out, hope to ruaster, desire to create,"20 is
built upon the self-actualizing princiI)le of human nature. His ideal
teacher "would see his function as that of develoring such a personal
relationship with his students, and such a clin~te in. his classroom,
that learning v/ould be facilitated by his being a real person. ,.21
Stavsky also, like Rogers, regards teaching as akin to psychotherapy,
and applies trlerapeutic ideas to teaciling; for exe.rnple, he considers
the role of ar~{iety in the lives of children, then specifically treats
the role of anxiety in teaching children in the classroom. 22
Withall's brief statement on learning ~s an excellent surrr~ry of
tile importance of climate in the teaclling situation:
••• learrling, as cl18Ilge in behavior, is most likely to occur
when there is a non-threatening situation, when the learner
interacts in a wholesome social milieu. 23
20Carl B. F.ogers, ··Significa.nt Learning~ In Therapy and Education"
in Teacll~l1g: V2.l1t!-lge Points for 5tu~ (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott,
1968), p. 159.
211bid., p. 160.
22Stavsky, gn.cit., p. 168.
23Viithall, John, "The Development of a Technique for the }~!easur6­
ment of Social-Emotional Climate in the Classroom," Journal of Experi-
mental E~!l.cation, XVIII (1949), pp. 347-361.
14
Productive Activity
It would. seem reasonable to assun:e that therB is a substa.ntial
correlation between the amount of time a student spends actually engaged
in some acaderc.ic activity and the arnount of scholastic achievement that
reoults. Perkins draws the threefold rationale for his study of class-
room behavior and underachievement from perceptual, developmental, per-
sonality, and learlling theory, sl1d states I
(1) An individual responds to a situation in accordance viith
the way he perceives it; (2) Areas, events and activities that
have special significo~ce for an individual are those that
facilitate or threaten his maintenance and enhmlcenlent of self;
(3) Bellaviors that are reinforced terld to be r'6peated .24
His assumption that underachievers and achievers differ in the types of
behaviors they find reinforcing leads to the hypothesis that they will
differ significantly in the arnount of time spent in certain kinds of
behavior and to two specific hypotheses l
1. Compared v;ith achievers, underachievers spend a signifi-
cantly greater proportiO!l of their classtoonl time (a.) intent
on work in another acadenlic area, (b) intent on nonacadernic
work, a.nd, (c) withdra"uing.
2. Compared \vith underacllievers, a.c11ie"fers spend a signifi-
cantlygreater proFortion of their classoonl tirne (a) reading
or writir~g, (b) highly involved in learning activity, and,
(c) working with peers.25
Human development theory, stressing the necessity of every child to
relate to adults, peers and environment, states that there are certain
behaviors in which achievers and nonachievers do not differ signifi-
cantly, as in watching and listening, interacting with peers end the
24Hugh V. Perkins, "A Procedure for Assessing the Classroom
Behavior of Students and Teachers," American Educational Research
Journal, I (1964), pp. 249-259.
25Perkins, op.cit., p. 256.
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teacher ir~ norl8.cadernic v;ori:. Finally, group dynanics theory led Perkins
to the following hypothesis:
Learning activities, v/ork oriented behavior, alla the teacher
roles and kinds of behavior that facili te.te learni:ng are posi-
tively and sig:nificllntly re18..ted to aCH.clerric acllievernent.
Those kinds of teaCll€:r alld student behavior that are less
facilitative of learning aro negatively associated with
acadernic acl1ieven1erlt. 26
Perkins also found that underacllievers did spend more time in non-
ace.dernic v/ork, and in 'tvithdrttwing from v;ork, but that they did not
differ signific8...l1tly from achievers in the arnounts of time spent
listening, watching, reading and writing. However, the two groups did
differ in the mnount of work interaction with peers, the achievers
rating statistically InUCll hieher than w1derachievers.
Factor ana1i"sis of student-behavior, learning-activity, teacher
behavior, teac}1er-role, and acllicven:e.nt variables indica.te that
student acaderuc-work-oriented behavior and teacher behavior
and roles facili tati'lc of lee...rning are associe.ted with increased
academic acllieven1ent, 1;v110reas, criticism by the teac11er SlId
withdrawal b2 the student are associ&ted.with decreased academicachievement. 7
In sumraary, Perkins found that there is a significant correlation
betv!een the amount of time spent in educatioually productive activities
and the atnount of acllievement that results.
In a related study investigating the proportion ofti~e spent in
educationally unproductive activities by mentally reta.rded children,
it is hypothesized, on the strength of the above research, that the
proportion of unproductive school time for retarded children ,vould be
significantly greater.
26p k- -ter ..~ns, 01).C~ -,
27 Ibi!:!,. , p. 256.
p. 256.
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Since mentally ret~rded children are generally regarded to be
cha.racterized by their inability to rnane.ge self-initia.ted and
auto-instructional activities, and by faulty control of atten-
tion during teacllor-directed sessions, this proportion of unpro-
ductive school tinle couJ.d probably be safely assumed to be
substantially greater. Although there is no support for this
position in the literature, an unpublished report (1966) of the
observe.tions by gradua.te students of pupils enrolled in labora-
tory classes in specia.l education claims 28ih of tte 75·~ hours
observed were devoted to non-pa.rticipation in productive eduga-
tional activities. The figure is purportedly conservative. 2
Productive thinking, or problem solving, is a difficult process
for retardates, and relates to their generally poor ability to abstract
generalizations from concrete exarflples. Viertheimer's study of inductive
discover)r, quoted by l!enderson, is illustrative:
Thinking involves search for a structure or the imposition of a
known structure on the problem. The thinker tries to reoreenize,
regroup or restructure the "given" until he sees some meaning
(pattern) and proceeds from there. 29
However, more recent research cites a study by Rouse which sought to
improve trle productive thinking of mentall:r retarded students through
exposure to a special curriculum unit airned. at "bra.instorming, tI
developing an understanding of principles used in making changes,
(shape, size) encouraging im.provisation, a.nd providing broader experi-
ence with the senses. The researcher concluded that, ttA systematic
program for the development 0: productive thinking would enhance
significantly both verbal and non-verbal scores of educable mentally
retarded children."30
28Sr • M. Sheila, op.cit., p. 1.
29Kenneth B. Henderson, "Research on Teaching Secondary School"
lJlathematics" in Handbook of Research on Teac}ling, N. L. Gage, editor
(Rand lJcNally and Company, Chica.go, 1963), p.1017.
3'\rilton BUdoff, Joan Meakin, Deborah Kemler, ttTraining Produc-
tive Thinking of E:]ffis: A Failure to Replicate,·t American Journal of
Mental Deficienc1 (September, 1968), pp. 195-200.
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Tisdall, in his study of productive ti1inking in mentally retarded
childron, indicated special cless superiority in the fostering of pro-
ductive thinking. Further, he indicates that placcmerlt in a special
cla.ss for the Er1:R seaned to enhance the ability to tllink prodtlctively,
and states: "These findings do give one pause to reflect upon the
nature of intelligence; especially \;;hen it is observed in retarded
children. "31
Swnrnary
In tho present chapter, the related literature was surveyed under
the follo~ving topics: interaction a.nalysis, classroom climate, and
productive activity. The literature reveals a continuing interest in
researC}l concerned viith interpersonal relations bet~leen teachers and
pupils, a.nd the effect of SUCll relations on scholastic achievement.
It also indica.tes a need for more and better instrumentation to measure
the amount and influence of the proportion of time spent by mentally
retarded children in educa~ionally productive activities.
31William J. Tisdall, "Productive Thinking in Retarded Children,"
Exceptional. Children, XXIX (1962), pp. 36-41.
CHAPrI~;I{ III
PROCEDURE
Purpose
Mentally retarded children, like other children, are greatly
influenced by their environment. Like other children they, too, are
entitled to develop to the optintUill of tlleir ca11abili ties. Toda.y,
special educa.tors are becoming increasingly a".¥are of their correspond-
ing oblieation to develop techniques and methods which will enable
retarded children to achieve to their full potential. Retarded children
generally have .a relatively short educational life; consequently, the
years they have in school must be utilized as fully as possible.
This study, therefore, was initiated in an effort to investigate
the influence of two variables, classroom climate and type and quality
of teacher-pupil interaction, upon the quantity of productive student
activity in the special education classroom.
Population of Study
Subjects for the study were 129 mentally retarded children from
Saint Coletta School, Jefferson, Wisconsin, a private residential
facility. Of these, 27 boys and 27 girls were involved in the produc-
tive activity study, an individualized ses.Ie. All 129 were members of
classes graphed by the use of the Flanders Interaction Analysis System.
Classes included in the study ranged from Basic Trainil'lg III through
Secondary. Mental ages of the children ranged from 26 months to 155
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months, with a mean mental age of 90 months.
The intellieence quotient a.s measured by the Stanford-Binet,
Foro L-11, ranged from 36 to 87, with a mean IQ of 58.5, with a standa.rd
devietion of 11.12.
Chronologically, the group rCUlged franl 104 months to 219 months,
with a mean chronological age of 161 rr~nths.
Teachers of the classes involved in the p~e5ant study presented
a vlide range of experience end education. 'r'No were men, seven were
women, 'of whom two were Relieious. All held Bachelor of Arts Degrees,
four ha.d l~aster of J"rts Degrees; and three had begun post- graduate vlork
in Special Education. One teacher had taught at Saint Coletta School
for five years; the others had been OIl the staff for from one to four
years.
Procedure
The investigator served as observer for both the Interaction
Analysis and tile Productiv~ty Scale. Because data. from both types of
observetions was to be correlated, and because classroom atmosphere was
importe.nt to both, two observe.tiona, one in Interaction Ana1y~is, and
one in productivity, were done during the sume class period. The Inter-
action Ana.lysis vias al\l/ays done first, then, after a brief period in
which to prepare for the productivity scale, the next observation was
begun.
Conditions for the Study
The investigator was interested in the application of Flanders'
Interaction Analysis System to classes of mentally retarded children,
and also in the use of the productivity scale which was developed
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prinlarily for studying the tinle devoted to educational activity by
mentally retarded students.
All classes involved in the study \vere taught daily by their ovm
teachers, and the investie;ator's presence in the rooms carne to be taken
for granted, with the children paying little or no attention to her.
There were no pupil absences.
Design of the Study
The study itself consisted of fifty-four illteraction analysis
observation periods, six in each of the nine classrooms observed; and
fifty-four observations of individual children, six in each class, using
the productivity scale. It was begun after school had been in session
for a mOlltil, during which time tlle children had becorne acquainted viith
their teachers, and rapport had been ests.blished.
In collecting data using the interaction e.na.lysis system, the
observer entered the room quietly, placed herself in a position for
maximum auditory reception, and spent the first several millut~s in
orientation to the classroom, the academic exercise, the teacher's
style, and the total apparent classroom atmosphere. All verbal inter-
actions which then took place were located within the category system
devised by Flanders. The categories, with brief definitions, are found
in Appendix A. The recording pace was set by tabule.ting a category
number every three seconds, on a specially prepared fifteen-colurr.n
sheet. Thus, each recorded column equaled one minute of recorded data.
Recording periods were limited to fifteen minutes, as recording sessions
which last longer tend to become less accurate due to' the tension of tile
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continuous tempo .32 VJhen the classroom activity changed, or becarne
inappropriate for categorization, the observer stopped recording, noted
the time and activity, then resumed recording v/hen a ne\v activity began.
After recording sessions were completed, the investigator pre-
pared to interpret the data just recorded by pairing the recorded
category numbers in an overlapping fashion. The entire set of paired
nUL1bers was then transferred to a 10 x 10 matrix, the tallies totalled,
and percentages calculated. Illustrations of the procedure are in-
eluded in Appendix A.
Subjects for the study on productive activity were r~'~dorn1y
selected from tIle classes used in the interaction analysis study.
Three boys and three girls from each class were observed for a fifteen
minute period, and their behavior recorded on a previously prepared
score sheet. An example of the score sheet along with an explanation
of the categories used, is found in Appendix: B.
After the individual graphs were completed, the observer calcu-
lated the percentage of total observation title spent by each student in
activities judged to be educationally valuable.
Summary
This investigation was concerned with analyzing the hypothesis
that classroom cli~~te and teacher-pupil interaction influence the
amount of time mentally retarded children spend in productive classroom
activities.
32Edmund Amidon and Eliz8,beth Hunter, "Verbal Interaction in the
Classroom: The Verbal Interaction Category System" in Interaction
~alysis, Amidon and Hough, ads. (P~eading, ~ta6s., 1967), p. 141.
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The present cl1a.pter \\'as devoted to the purpose of the study,
description of the population, explanation of the conditions for the
study, and methods of procedure.
n~Th;RPP~}i;'I'ATIO!J OF DA'l'A
The first objective of the present study was to eve~uate the
emotional climate of each classroom observed, and to determine the
effect of thut climate upon the state of corranunication exis ting betvleen
teacher and pupils.
The second researcll objec"tive was to estiDlate tl'le le\~el of pro-
ductive activity maintained by rando~~y selected individual pupils in
the same classes.
Fina.lly, ttle two sets of data were corrt)lated and the relation-
ship of climate and teacher-pupil interaction to the productive activ-
ity of mentally retarded pupils was assessed.
Data for the first section of this study was obtained by using
Flanders' Interaction Analysis System as the observation tool in classes
of mentally retarded children. Six periods of ~~alysis were performed
in each classroom and the results tabulated as suggested by Flanders.
Data on productivity was obtained by use of a productive activity scale
developed for use viitIl individual mentally retarded children. Six
children from each class were selected for this further study.
Interaction·. Analysis Data
By use of the Interaction Analysis System, the researc}ler was
able to a.ssess the prevailing patterns of influence exerted by the
cooperating teachers, and sUbsequently, to approximate the type of
23
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emotional climate operating within the rooms observed. These tables
were developed by the writer as a graphic means of presenting informa-
tion obtained by analysis of tile various matrices.
Table 1 sirr.ply illustrates the perc€'r~tage of time spent in
tea.cher and student talk during the observa.tion peri.ods. Time spent in
silent work, periods during which no verbal interaction was observable,
is not included in this table. In Class A, for example, teacher talk
accounted for approximately 78,' of the 90 minute period. Approximately
16% of that period was devoted to student talk. Research has sho~n that
in the average classroonl, teacher talk varies typically from 50 to 8a~.
The percent of student talk varies from 15 to 40~. These figures would
seem to indicate that mentally retarded children spend as much time
responding to their teachers with appropriate answers and cO~1ents, as
do their normal peers.
TABLE 1
PERCE1JTAGES OF TEACHER A}ID STUDENT TALK
Class Teacher ~ Student 10
A 18 16
B 64 30
C 64 27
D 60 34
E 54 31
F ,7 35
G 55 34
H 62 31
I 77 19
Table 2 illustrates the reletive percentages of time which teachers
spent engaged in patterns of either indirect or direct influence.
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TABLE 2
TIl\l}t~ SPENT IN I~IDIF1~CT/'DIPJGC1"\ PATTI.Rl'JS OF INFLUE}JCE
Teacher l' Indirect %Direct
A 32 51
B 42 28
C 30 34
D 33 30
E 32 25
F 25 32
G 34 20
H 51 33
I 38 46
Teachers scoring higher in indirect influence than in direct influence
were considered, on the basis of prior research, to have a tendency to
use that type of classroom control, thus influencing the eootio"nal
climate of the room by giving students more freedom of action, more
latitude in which to respond and interact. 'Conversely, teachers who
scored lower in indirect influence, but high in direct influence, con-
trolled more rigidly, and were less flexible in their teaching techniques,
influencing the classroom climate by increasing the restraints on the
students. Generally, a pattern of indirect teacher influence is associ-
ated with more student talk. A pattern of direct teacher influence
results in less talk by students)3 Ta.ble 3, showing teachers scoring
high for indirect influence and those scoring low for indirect influence,
illustrates this tendency.
33Ibid ., p. 114.
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PAT'1].~RlJS Oli' INDIP.ECT/DIPJ~CT IN}'LUENCE
IIJ REFi~P']~l~CE TO STUDEN'l' PAH.frICIIA1·IOl~
.78
.64
.57
•77
Teacher
Talk
.51 .16
34 .27
32 .35
46 .19
Student
core Talk
High DirectLHigh Indirect
Score IStudentj Tea.cherTea.cher l 1alk Talk Teacher 5
.,,, t
----
-·-;--rB .42 .30 .64
D .33 .34 .60 C
·E .32 t .31 .54 F •G .34 .34 .55 I
·H .51 .31 .62
While teacher talk in this study of retarded children is still co~
paratively high, in the more indirect classroon~, the percentage of
student talk was greater tllan in clfl-.ssrooms having more highly direc-
tive, less flexible teachers.
TABLE 4
i/d RATIOS OF OBSE:RV-.8D CLASSES
Class i/d
A .;8
B 1.07
c .54
D .92
E .73
F .48
G 1.03
H .66
I .79
Table 4 illustrates the i/d ratios for each class. These ratios, cal-
cule.ted by dividing the total tallies in colutms indicating indirect
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teacher influel'lCe by the total tall~es in C01W!1l1S sho\'/ing direct
teacher stateoents, are also used as a measure of teacher influence.
'l'eachers scoring high on this i/d ratio \vere char~,cterized~ by a higher
level of flexibility, implying that while they could be very direct
when the situation warranted, they were able to change to a less direct
approach in other situations. The net effect, however, was a higher
a.verage of indirect influence. Table 4 sho\vs, for exa.mple, tllat Class
B had a high i/ct re.tio; Table 3 that Class B vIas a.mong the classes
designated as high indirect, v'/itl1 a hieber than a.ver~ge percentage of
stu.dent talk. Table 2 shows that Class B had a higher than usual per-
centage of indirect influence also, and Table 1 shows that Class B had
one of the highest percentages of observed time spent in student talk.
Productivity Data
The data indicate, as the follo\1Jing tables illustrate, that time
spent in educationally productive activities' va.ried v/idely among the
cl1ildren in the sampling•. The assumption is Irade tllat these figures
are representative of the classes observed. Tables 5-8 show the
collated information. on all classes.
Table 5, which assesses productive activity data, indicates a
range of from 43~ to 81% of classroom time spent in activities con-
sidered to be of educational value.
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TABLE 5
TItIE SPENT IrJ EDUCA'I'IOIJ1\LLY F1-~~ODUC1'IVE AC'llIVITIES
BY CLASS Si0.1PLlr\GS
Relationship between the class level and percentage of student
time devoted to educationally productive activities is illustrated in
Table 6.
TABLE 6
TI1iE SPE1·~rr III EDUCATIONAlLY PB_ODUCTD/E ACTr{ITIE~S
TIl ~'tUI~E LEVELS OF ACADEtiIC CLASSES
Classes Ave. }.fin. 10
Basic Training (2) 124 69
Elementary (2) 82 45
Secondary (2) 132 73
The reletionship between the sex of the students and the per-
centage of time devoted to educationally productive activities is
illustrated in Table 7. The t-test was employed to determine the
significance of the difference between the two groups. Results are
shovm in Table 8.
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TABLE 7
VARIABILI'rY INPRODUCTrJE ACTIVr'ry - BOYS - GIItLS
22
36
31
17
23
22
17
30
38
B'I3
BT4
BT5
El.Sp.
El.l
El.3
El.4
Sec.l
Sec.2
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
Cl::---~-Le~~-f~-:~ M~~:---r--'------~
<-----~- j----_.-
B G i B G
._,---.---'-
30 fi 49 67
36 ~ 80 80
26 Ii 69 57
27 38 60
24 51 53
21 I 49, 47
22 38 49
29 I 67 64
35 '84 78
Total 236 250 58 62
----, -------- <~------
\.
TABLE 8
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF COb.1PARISON BETWEEr~ PRODUCTIVE ACTIVITY OF BOYS - GIRLS
VJ
o
f Group Mean I S.D:--~~.E.M-·r D:;;. --S.EeD r--~ratio--l Conf:~:~co
• • I I r- "l' ~---,_._--
Boys J 26.2 I 7.091 2.36 ! '
Sex f - ..t:-.----- '_-~.' 1.6 . 2.89 l .54 ! NonSignifiC.antI Girls ~~.8 4.98 J1.66 I 1_ -l . ,. _
Variable
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Tables 9-17 sho~ the time spent in educationally productive
activities by eac!l class as a separate entity.
TABLB~ 9--CL1~S A
TIME; SP":~I·JT IN EDUCATIONJ..LLY PRODUCTIVE
ACTIV I(rIF~S
Subject
A
B
C
D
E
F
No. of r.lin.
11
3
8
12
8
10
TABLE lO--CLASS B
73
20
53
80
53
67
TIIJIB.: SPENT IN EDUCATIOliALLY PftODUCTrrE
ACTIVITIES
_._-
Subject No. of IJin. 10
A 10 67
B 11 73
C 15 100
D 14 93
E 10 67
F 12 80
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TABLE ll--CLt~S C
TTIl1E SPENT IH EDUGj~TIONJLLLY PRODUCTIVE
ACrrNITIES
~''''''',"-,-,,''''''''''-''''''''''''''-''-''-''--'-'''''''''''''''_---_''-''..............-.........-...----~ .....,-.
____~ v ~._~ ·-..·_'.._. · - ._.. ,-__..., • - ·.'·~_....... _
Subject r~o • of r,Iin. (Sf1°
.............-...........-...'......-~------
A 12 80
B 12 80
C 7 47
D 12 80
E 8 53
F 6 40
TABLE 12--CLASS D
TIlJE SPENT TIl EDUC~i.TIONALLY PRODUCTI'IE
ACTNlrrIES
Subject No. of Min. d//0
A 7 47
B 7 47
c 13 87
D 4 27
E 6 40
F 7 47
TABLE 13--CLASS E
TI~~ SPENT IN EDUCATIONALLY PRODUCTDIE
ACTIVITIES
Subject No. of lain.
"J. 7 47
B 10 67
c 7 47
D 5 33
E 10 67
F 8 53
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TABLE 14--CLl\SS F
TIl& SFL~Jrr IN EDUCllTIOlltUtLY PRODUC1'I'IE
ACTIVITIES
Subject No. ofllin. r4/0
'........~---
A 11 73
B 3. 20
C 8 53
D 12 80
E 8 53
F 10 67
TABLE 15--CLASS G
TIlliE SPENT IN EDUCATIO!i.4.LLY PRODUCTIV~
ACTIVITn~S
SUbject No. of rAin.
--_._-..-.__._---
A
B
C
D
E
F
3
8
6
11
5
6
TABLE 16--CLASS H
20
53
40
73
33
40
TIJvlE SPENT IN EDUCATIOllALLY PRODUCTIVE
ACTIVITIES
Subject No. of run. 0,/JO
A 7 47
B 15 100
c 8 53
D 11 73
E 10 61
F 8 53
---
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TABLE 17--CL.ASS I
TIlJE SPENT IN EDUCATION.4.LLY PRODUCTIVE
ACTI~/ITmS
_._------_ ,.,... ~............----,...........---..--.__........."----_.--.----...-_.............~ ...........-.~ .......' .,."...' _...... -.... ..._--
Subject
A
B
C
D
E
F
No. of lJin.
12
14
15
14
8
10
80
93
100
93
53
67
Co.rrelation 0,£ Inter3.ctio12~p~sis Data and Produc~i"'J:~~:i.~~ta
The Spearrr~n Rank Correlation Coefficient was appliod to the data
to explore the relationship bet·.'leen trIa Flanders I/'D ratio and Produc-
tivity. A correlation of .95 resulted. Apparently, as hypothe~ized
at the beginning of the study, there is a definite relationship bet~neen
classroom clirnate, as determined by the typ~ of teacher influence, and
the amount of time spent in productiv~ educational activities by
mentally retarded children. Data are shown in Table 18.
TABLE 18
RJlIKING OF CLASSES ACCOP~ING TOlID RATIO ~ID PRODUCTIVITY
Class I;D Producti·,ity
A 1 6
B 1 4
C 3 3
D 6 1
E 8 7
F 5 5
G 9 8
H 4 2
I 2 9
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Table 17, (Tirne Spent in Educationally ProductiYe Activities,
Class I), illustrating the classroom with the highest productive
activity percentages, when compared with Table 2, (Time Spent in
Indirect/Direct Patterns of Influence), showing the relative percentages
of time teachers spent engaged in patterns of either direct or indirect
influence, shows that Class I had one of the highest scores for indirect
influence, as well as a comparatively high score for direct influence,
showing that the flexibility of the teacher Can be a significant factor
in productivity also.
Table 5, (Time Spent in Educationally Productive Activities by
Class Sarnplings), when compared 'Ni t~~ Table 2, (Tirne. Spent in Indirect/
Direct Patterns of Influence), shows that the percentage of time spent
in prodttctive student activity was greater in classrooms having a more
indirect pattern of influence, and, consequently, a more flexible,
student-centered classroom atmosphere.
Table 6, (Time Spent in Educationally Productive Activities in
Three Levels of Academic Classes), when compared 'tllith Table 2,. (Tirae
Spent in Indirect/Direct Patterns of Influence), shows that when
indirect influence ratios were high, that the productivity levels wera
correspondingly high also. This was true in samplings from both the
Basic Training and Secondary classes. Elementary classrooms scored
lower in botn minutes spent in a productive mariller and their overall
percentages of indirect/direct influence were also relatively lower.
Table 7, (Variability in Productive Activity--Boys and Girls),
showed a difference of only 14 minutes, or 4% between the productive
activity of boys and girls; ho\vever, when compared with Tabla 3,
(Patterns of IndirectjDirect Influence in Reference to Student
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Participation), it was found that while the girls in both the indirect
and direct classrooms scored higher at all times, the boys did score
hig}lsr, or participate more, on the average, in the rncre ind-irect rooms.
The t-test indicated that the difference bet"h'een boys and girls was not
statistically SiVlificant.
Sunllnary
Tables for bot:'l the Interaction Analysis and the Productivity
studies were prepared and analyzed separately to sho\.v clearly the resul ts
of data collected by use of the two research instru~ants employed. After
the initial separate analysis, the t110 sets of data were corapared and
analyzed toget~er. The table comparisons reveal a relatively small,
but readily apparent, higher percentage of student productivity in
classes taught by teachers rating highest in reference to indirect
teaching techniques. Teacher flexibility, or the ability to cilange
from direct to indirect methods of teaching, .was foued to be a factor
increasing student productivity significantly. As hypothesized at "the
beginning of the study, classroom climate, as indicated by indirect/
direct teacher influence, was also a variable in determining student
producti'/i ty.
CHAPTER V
Problem
This study vIas conducted to test the hypotllesis that classroom
climate, as measured by type of teaciler influence, vlQuld have a signi-
ficant effect upon the 8.JTIOunt cf student time spent in an educationally
productive manner by mentally retarded children.
Population
The 129 children (I~ range 36-87; r~1A range 26 months-ISS months)
involved in the study were enrolled at Saint Coletta School, a private,
residential facility in Jefferson, Wisconsin~ A s~pling of 54 children,
27 boys and 27 girls, from this same group, was also used in the Pro-
ductivity study- The nine teachers, two men, and seven women, all held
B.A. Degrees, four also had M.A. Degrees, and several had begun post-
graduate work.
The children were grouped into class units on three levels t Basic
Training, Elementary, and Secondary, and were taught by their own
teachers during all observation periods.
Treatment of the Data
Three concepts were basic to the entire study, classroom climate,
teacher-pupil interaction, and pupil productivity. Classroom climate
was defined as the emotional tone or atmosphere imposed on the room by
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the type of teacller influence. Teacher-pupil interac tion'tNfla expressed
in terms of acti'f{e cOlIul1unication betv/een the teacher and pupils. Pupil
productivity noted activities considered to be educationally valuable.
Data for the study was obtained by the use of two instrucients.
The Flanders Interaction Analysis System, by locating all verbal inter-
action within its categories, allowed the researcher to assess the type
and quality of teacher influence, and consequently, the climate of each
classroom. Pupil productivity, or time spent actively participating in
the educative process, was measured through use of the Productivity
Scale.
The present investigator was primarily interested in determining
whether classroom climate had, as hypoth.esized, an effect upon the time
mentally retarded cllildrell devoted to active participation in education-
ally valuable activities. The data from the 108 observation periods,
54 in Interaction Analysis, and 54 in Productivity, ware" analyzed to
determine whether a significant difference could be found between the
two types of classes identified by the study, the highly teacher con-
trolled class, or the freer, less rigidly influenced classes.
Results
In evaluating the study conclusions, it seems apparent that class-
room climate did have a measurable effect upon pupil productivity.
Pupils within the population sampling who were enrolled in classrooms
identified as- predominantly indirect, scored higher, percentage-wise,
in both pupil participation, and pupil initiated talk. ~..mount of time
spent in an educationally productive manner was also measurably greater
in rooms scoring higher in indirect influence.
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Teacher flaxibili ty, also associated \vith a higher average of
indirect influence, ho~vever, Vias fOUIld to be the most important factor
in pronotin8 high levels of pupil productivity.
Implica.tions
Educators are ag~eed that teaching is in need of improvement.
Research has sho~m that, despite all the organized efforts to improve
classroom instruction, both at the administrative and grass-roots
levels, teachers tend to teacll very mue!l as they were taught, thus
perpetuuti~g routine techniques. The Flanders Interaction Analysis
System is a tool, tI ••• designed to help teachers move away from tra-
dition and blind experimentation, in the words of Dewey, toward intelli-
gent control of their verbal behavior. u34
Awareness of the various types of verbal behavior, as categorized
by Flanders, will help teachers to become more selective in their clloice
of teaching behaviors. This seems more important in Special Education
than in other educational fields, particularly when the high distrac-
tibility and short attention spans of retarded children are considered.
Productivity studies consistently report high correlations between
tIle amount of time spent in active participation in the educative pro-
cess and resultant achievement. Comparison of data for both Interaction
Analysis ~V).d productivity indicate that students in more flexible, less
directly teacher-influenced classrooms are more productive in terms of
education~lly oriented work. The ass~~ption made is that achievement
would be correspondingly hiZh also.
3~dmund Amidon and Elizabeth Hunter, Imnroving Teaching (:New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1967), p. 2.
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Suggestions for Further Study
The present study has indicated a need for further investigation
of the concepts of classroom climate and teacher influence on the
academic lear11ing of mentally retarded children. Suggestions for
further research include:
1. Studies similar to this one, to investigate the influence
of classroom climate on mentally retarded children, in which
alterna.te variables are controlled: subject matter, time of
day, size of class group, type of previous readiness.
2. A study correlating levels of questioning and Interaction
Analysis data.
3. Replication of the p~esent study with cooperati~g teachers
who have been trained in the techniques of Interaction
Analysis and acquainted with the Productivity scales.
4. A study of achievement records to determine whether achieve-
ment, as assumed in this paper, is, in fact, related to riD
ratio ~"1d productive activity.
,. Investigation of the hypothesis that the pattern of teacher-
pupil interaction will remain stable when content area is
controlled. A further study, to be correlated with the above
to deteruune whether class level will have a significant
effect upon the pattern of interaction.
6. A study employing tIle Flanders Interaction Analysis feed-back
as the variable to deter:nine whet}ler teacl1ing is significantly
modified as a result of teacher realization that verbal
behavior can be controlled.
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FLMIDEP.S· CATEGORIF.:S FOR INTI:Rl"CTION Al'!.ALYSIS
---'*--------------
1. * Jt..CCE-f1~S.fEELING: accepts a.nd cla.rifies the feeling tone of the
students in a nonthreatening manner. Feelings rr~y be positive
or negative. Predicting or recalling feelings is included.
2. '* PRAIS:F:S OF. ENCOURj\..g~:S: praises or encourages student action or
behavior. Jokos that release tension, but not at the expense
of anothel- individual; noddirlg head, or saying nULl hmi lt or tt go
on" are included.
3. * ACgQPTS OR USES IDEAS OF S_TI!pENT'S: clarifying, building, or
developing ideas suggested by a student. As teacller brings
more of his O~~ ideas into play, shift to Category 5.
4. * ASK~_~§TIONS: asking a question about content or procedure
'Ii ttl the intent that a student ansv/er.
5. * LECrrLmING: giving facts or op~n1ons about content or procedures;
expressing his o\m ideas, asking rhetori..ce.l questions.
6. * GIVI}fG DIRECTIO!~S: diroctions,commands, or orders with v/hich
a student is expected to con~ly.
7. * CF.I'rrCIZING OR JUSTIFYI1JG AU_r1f.0R~.ri: statements intended to
change studellt behavior from nonacceptable to acceptable pattern;
bav.rling someone out; stating why the teacller is doillg wha.t he
is doing; extreme self-reference.
8.
*~
E--f
~ 9. *::a:lQ
~
co
~TUD~~~J-1iI~K-F~sPq~SE: a student ~~kes a predictable response
to teacher. Teacher initiates the contact or solicits student
statement and sets limits to what the student says.
STL~ENT TALK-INITIATION: talk by students, which they initiate.
Unpredicte.ble sta.tements in response to teacher. Shift from 8
to 9 as student introduces own ideas.
10. * SILENCE OR COrIFUSION: pauses, s}10rt periods of silence, end
periods of confusion in which communi~ation cannot be under-
stood by the observer.
There is }!O scale implied by these numbers. Each number is classificatory ; it
designates a particular kind of communication event. To write these numbers
down duri:ng observation is to enumerate--not to judge a position on a sca.le.35
35Edmund Amidon. Ned Flanders, "Interaction Analysis as a Feedback
System" in Inter_8:cti.. on Analvsis, Amidon and Hough, (ed·.) (Reading, 11ass.,
Addison-Vlesley, 1967), .p. 125.
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Sample Recording Sheet
Minutes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
3 Second
Interva.l 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
f I ti I I106 1
10
7
1-
._-
6
~ -_.
-
1
1 I
.-
1
.-
4
9
0.-.
9
9 I .
2 I I
f
3 j
I ! I3
2
2
3
4
9 I
10 I
I
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The numbers on the recording sheet are paired in the follo\'iing
manner:
Pair 1 0°1~) Pair 2
Pair 3 (l) Pair 4
Pair 5 (1) Pair 6
Fair 7 (~) Pair 8
Pair 9 (9~ Pair 10Pair 11 (~) Pair 12
Pair 13 (~) Pair 14
Pair 15 (2) Pair 16
Pair 17 d
(9) Pair 18Pair 19 1~) Pair 20
The numbers are paired in an overlapping fashion. The first pair
is 10-6. The second pair is 6-10. The third'pair is 10-7. The entire
set of paired nurtibers are transferred to a 10 x 10 matrix. The first
number in the pair indicates the ROW, the second number indicates the
COLm~m. One tally is used for each pair.
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Saraple Interaction ltatrix
~
-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total
.-
~,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 J I
9
10
l'otal
i
J l
4'1
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Sample Score Sheet
Pupil Name _
Observer . _
Class
Date Tirlle__
conferring with another
£upil ~bout wo,~r~k~ .~-
waiting for help
or il}~tructions
mOr)UCTm~ PARTICIP.:\1.'ION 1 2 ~ 4 ~ 6 7 8 Q 10 11 12 13 14 l~
_. '~~lr~~_,--.._.t..JI-Lr--rlr- Jr_-lr·--_'--_rr-la-"T. . .::..L. _.-
recitil?:.~g . +_L~~. r--T __
1
~ I I 1\, I I -_..-
acti.ve..._l.. v lis_teninJ~.. ~ ~ • I ,WOrking:J-atte~tive~Y-__""' "_L-_"'[ _ -_. --II---~-r--- -[_._
.!!:t~s s ignmen_t_s________,..---, -- ---+----60-----
1--
usil}3-.. r~fer~!1.2-~~ .._._ __..._.~ I f +----+-.....-.....tJ__L
ot}1eLU!~cifYL_ __..;._I~I_I_·__1 ,_____ ,__
Total _
l'rO!~-F_PI._Q.D_.ucTrlli~ PAPI.TICIF~P..TIOl~ 1 2~. 6
r
7 8 9 10
J
11 12 13 14 15
passively Observing_~~~~__--+-_I---;"'-l..-'-i--""'~~_i·'·~' L,r _--__..._~ evidence of lea.rning) I ~"__~ __I I U
_:..;;;..0...;..:.;;;.:..::;.;....;:;;--.-;:;;;.:",;.: .. ...;.:-.;.:·--.....:.;l-.i-z-i-n-g------------4~:-l .......L..__;... ---,,---+-1_ - -l~--4-1,---
I I ! I I I II-"""'---....-..-~f-.....i·----r---H--t----
day-dTearr~ngt 1 I
ga.zing a._b,_o_u_t . --.....-......-....f--"'f---.....-~~--" .............__+_!--t----+---+-...-+--+-~-- ...
-=":"':--~~~_____" "__t__........_._.-+~IL."-'~ ~~--.....!I ....--.......-.-_~~ging ~terials t- --
2,..ther ~'pec i,.;.:...fV........'L..-- -I.--J...-.."'"---I'--'-_......J' ~l..--&-~~~---...I_ ..__..._-+-_i--__
Total _
Activity going on in room duringobserve.tion period:
Comments:
